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ABSTRACT .

i. This paper is an abstract of the original manuscript,
by Nancy Boulton,iwhich-examines the area of intersection between
plgely linguistic and social behavior to see if.the latter. is
amtnable to formal -description. The paper examinee psychoanalytic
ditcourse and presents evidence for the ...following; hypotheses; (1)

`st

sincf participants can recognize ddviation from expected
comtfinicatire principles, there exists alit-lei of rules of
coalAnicative competetCe; (2) some forms of deviation from this code
are re acceptable than others, which suggests zule7governed
beim* oil and (3) by mutual consent, deviations:from.the
coma cative norm are employed and tolerated. The following .

hypo se4 are formulated; (1) an .adequate theory -of communicative
comp t ilce must cover both normal and extraordinary forms-of,
discd le; (2) psychoanalytic discourse can te'learned because it
toll° inormal rules of communicative competence; (3) differences
betwe nolormal and psychoanalytic conversation occur by mutual '

copse .t,of the participants, and are therefore tolerable; and.(4)
. Preudtts;,basic rule of analysis an the ordinary rules of
commun tive (Competence are no mutually compatible, but Violation
of the: lAter in the analytic setting provides the basis for the

1

analys ! :interpretations. (Author/AN)
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II. PSYCBOARALYTIC DISCOURSE RD ORDIrARY CONVERSATION
' (abstracted from the original 31 pace ms. by :Taney Poulton)
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1:

ROMN TULMACH IAKOFF
UNIVERSITY OF'CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Grammar is a continuum from tho strictly linguistic rules of phonology,

mo1holocy, syntax, and 'scmanii;ps to the contextually bound rules of the wag-
_

. .
matic system. Vo can think of gram

,

mar as part of a set of descriptive rules

which comprise both C; norms of social behav-Ior ari1 the e.ssumpti ons of .a cogni-
.

tive system. Howovor, it is stet' a dik.tablo qunstion how much of hump social

behavior

:' t

I

Is rule-governed in the way pnroly linguistic bohavior is. This paper
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examines the area or intersecti-n k)etween purely limuistic and social behavior

to see if the latter is amenable to formal description.
"a.

The fact that deviant systems of communication can be constructed and recog.

'nizb as such can be considered as rroof of the.existence of a grammar of dis.

4 ?

course. Therefore, this paper will examine one such system--psychoanalytic

discourse:-and present evident! for the follogiv hypotheses:

1) Since participants can recognize deviation fromiexpected communicative prin-

cipies, There exists a system of,rules of communicative competence.

2) Some forms of deviation frcn this code are more adceptable than others to

the participants in a *discourse. This in itself suggests that we are dealing wit.

rule -governed.behavior.

3) Participants learn tO engage in special forms of communication by mutual con-

,

sent and in a well-defined context. Under th'ese circumlitancps, deviations from tic

norm are countenanced and employed, where in other'contexts they would not be.

The participants in psychotherapy learn to communicate in this special

systoh while it is in effect. Unconsciously= they.devise both a comparative
4!

grammar contrasting their normal communicative system with that employed ,in

psychotherapy and a descriptive grammar of the therapeutic language itself. ,

I;

In normal discourse participants make two overriding assumptions;

jThe oarticioarlts are rational. ,

The Principle of Rationality (PR) implies that participants assume that one

another's contributions are intelligibly, and that a7failure.in intelligibdlity,

,tends to be perceived by the addressees as their-fault. If a speaker's meaning
9 ,

or motivation is Rues,tioned, this implies that the questioner is no longer able
.

0. . 40 .

to maintain a sense of identity with the other and'(implicitly) does not con-

..,.

, ..

4sider thespeaker to be membermber of the community to which the questioner belongq,
:

. .

df this can be attributed to natural causes, such as being a foreigner, then thy'
ii

affront is much lees and explanations may be' much more freely asked and given. .t 11
s

I 1

I
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If the speaker should be a member of the cOnnunkty, any imputation to the COh.-
..

trary is threatening.

. .2) Al). contributions benefit the participants.

$

The PridciOle of Benefit (Pt) refers to the fact that peopai engage in dis-
.

. .

course because they expect to and do get something out of it. "Something" may be

useful factual information, or it may just be'an emotional feeling of acceptance

or well-being; most often it. is a combination of the two. A

faills'to be beneficial is likely to be co6sidered -harmful by

groinds that: 1) it does not benefit and may actually hurt;
.

.
. .

,

correctly perceived by the other andtherefore a relatiOnshippf identification

communication that

;the receiver on the

I) he has not been

does not exist between them.

o

Participants in a normal, conversation take turns at the roles of slaker and
.

addressee. Bolding the role of speaker is one of the prilcipTe benefitsA. be

gained from a conversation, and a participant who monopolizes a conversatln is

/4

rests upon

ormative

thus in violation of the Principle of Benefit.

0

The de:termination of hoW participants are to bpnefit.each.other
0-
.

two sets of lower4evel,rules.' The Rules of Clarityentail.maximally

information: their purpose is the optimal expressiori of content:,TheMules

'Rapport meetthe emotional needs of the participants. SAy4stic choices tend 4o.
7'

:,express rapport "considertitions, while pure content is dictated by clarity.

Clarity communicatipns are lafte.ly verbal in natureryacipprt-ori nted connei-

cation may often be non-verbal. Emotional satisfaction appear's be a higher

benefit than :le gajping of information. If one must ,choose etween.optimal

b
clarity or rapport - -the latto 'supersedes.

Principles-of communicative competence

as follows:

4

. :

be glyin 107diagram form,

'

a..

.
oft
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Principle of Rationality of Paiticipants
Principle bf Benefit to Participants )

Rules ofIClarity .

,
Rules ofIRapport

1. quality: be truthful'
2. quantity:-say only wilt'.

is necessary
3. relevance: be relevaA
4. manner: be clear

1. distance: remain aloof
2. deference: give the other optionp
3. camaraderie: make'the other ,'

feel. comfortable

Psychoanalytic discourse, as does normal discourse, has its omp Principles of

Communicative Competence. These principles were first enunciated by Freud some(-;

years ago in his paper, "On Beginning the Traetment" (Standard,Ed., vol. 12,.pp.

121-144), Freud says, "The patient must be left to do the talking, and must be

free to choose at what point he shall begin." The implication is that it is the

analytis obligati r. to see that this is so. Ostensibly, it would seem from this

Statement that the patient has the power to determine the course of the conver-

sation, while actually it is the iralyst who determines how the discourse shall

proceed and .e;:ercises this power by allowing it to proceed at the patient's-7141*n.

Although the analyst controls the discourse, he floes riot directly control the
, i.

1

choice of topic. In this conversational situation, the one who appearyto hold

the power, does,not really hold it. In normal discourse, power is usually shared

among the pirticipants. Illy it psychoanalytic discourse do the participants put..,:

with this abnormal
C
relationship--how.does it benefit th'em't Ue assume that the ...

Principle of Benefit remains in effect in psychoanalytic discourse, but we must

reinterpret the benefit according to this special context.

Another example of rapport violation throuth non-reciprocity exists when the,

analyst tells the analysand, "Before Ican ay anything to you, I must know a grit
,

. ,.

deal about you." In normal., discourse it woul be considered Very odd-for only one

participant to talk about himself and the other to comment on what the says. The '

one making the relevations would feel discafort becauge he alone was violating
:

distance. The.receiver of the confidences would feel uncomfortable because hwas

abrogating camaraderie. Eut in the analytic situation such violations reg4larly

occur.

-4
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The invitatiol to the 'analysand to be tae from ordinary conversational

constraints, when viewed more ely is seen at highly constraining. Freud's
. .

instructions -to- the anNesand not to withholeanything, enjoin him to overlook

1 .

both Rules of Clarity-and Rapport. Being honest even if it hurts orie of the par`-

titipants is in direct violation of the overriding Principle iv) normal discurse

that. if a possibility -of cone ict arises between Clarity, and Rapport, Rapport

supersedes Clarity.

In ordinary discourse, a violation of'Clarity or Rapport ,4.s purely and

simply deviant because such a vio' Lion nullifies the Principle of Benefit. But

since the very deviance of a contri ution in analysis is grist for the analytic

mill, it is beneficial according to e broader concept of benefit employed here.

The psydhoanalyti.c conversation is bmt\a means to an end, in contrast to ,most
. -

ordinary conversations which produce beeiefit in and of themielves.

Taus, the purposes of the analytic

abrogation of Clarity and *port. When

setting justify a different view of the

'violations occur, however, they are

noted'ty.the analyst. It is still assumed that prqpss somehow preventedon'a-
in conformity with Clarity

spedial situation in the

of the analytic setting is

speaker would wish:and intend.

and Rapport. Deviation, then,

analysand's unconscious mind.

to present his thoughts

is assumed to reflect a

The distinctive feature

that hem is given an extra option--not really optional--offollowing trains of :
\

thought tha-bdo not directly benefit either participant. Both participants agrep,

more or less implicitly, that they will notexpect to gain from this discourse
i *

what theywould'ordinarily gain.

. However,'bot i participants must benefit from a

to continue. What does the analyst get? Increas knowledgee we might say, more

insight into the human condition, satisfaction f his curiosity, and the sense of

conversation in order for it

having been useful; this is complementary to what the analysand gets and closely
.

. . I'
related 'a what anyone expects to get from an ordinary conversation. Those ar.t of

.course less crucial benefits thdn the analysand derives, which is a justificdtioQ



for the 'analyst's fee,

(7).

Freud states that the process of interpretation in psychoanalytic discourse

should wait until a bond of trust has been established between the-analyst and
. .

the analysand, Interpretation Aed);tps,between what is unintelligible and irra-

. tionl and what is understandable and Clear. In ordinary discourse, to be told 1.

that one is not making sense is almost certainly received as an insult of a par-

ticularly humiliating kindIf one violates clarity to this extent, one is

assumed to be doing so unintentionally (as.is almost invariably'the 'ease), and,
.

.

therefore, to be acting 'pathologically. It is evident that interpretation could

disrupt the therapeutic dialog unless there was sufficient love and trust already

established (via the transference) so that the analysand's.positi;e feelings out-

weighed the negative. Trust and rapport are also strengthened by the participantri

mutual 'agreement that the anal,sand mill not insist on his rationality. Since' ,

r. )r.
-

both p ticipants know that the gruilysand has chosen this role voluntarily, thp_

'analyst's interpretations of his contribUtions does not rankle as it would

Otherwise.

The analyst''s,interpretations are comparable to Vita knalysand's contribptions

.--,

in thatthey are deviant from normal communicative acts. The analyst violates

Rapport,specifically. caearaderie, by questidning the mdi;ationbehiAt the
.

.. ,
&

analysandIs'utterance and treating his communication as something which requires

an interpretation, However, the analyst'dods not typically vitiate Clar3,ty which
Jr

would be done by giving evasive, unclear, or irrelevany ans wers.

From what we have.said above, the following can be fOrmulated;

1. An adequate theory of communicative competence must cover both ormal and
extraordinary forms of discourse. .. .

., g ..
.

2, Psychoanalytic discourse can be learned preoisely beCause it fol. ows the
normal Rules of Communicative Competence. .

:
3: DifferlInces between normal and paycheanalytic conversation occur mutual
consent of the participantsr and therefore are tolerable.'
4. Frued's Basic Rule of analys# and 'the ordinary rules of commuliic tive.
Competence are not mutually compatible, buteviolatidn of the latter in We.
analytic setting ptovides, the basis for the analysts interpretationro

. .

7 I .
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